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Applicant:
Chris Curran Campus Visited:

Northern Kentucky University

Affiliation:
Northern Kentucky University Date of Visit:

3/22/2013

Amount Funded:
$500

Visitor(s):
Pam Lein

Funded by:
Ed ToxScholar

Number Reached:
250

Target Audience: Undergraduate biology, chemistry and psychology students.Those attending were
primarily from Northern Kentucky University, but the event was promoted at other nearby colleges and
universities including the University of Cincinnati, Xavier University and Thomas More College. Student
groups at NKU assisted with the planning and promotion of the event. These include the Tri-Beta
Biological Sciences Honor Society, the NKU Health Professions Club, the NKU Student Affiliates of the
American Chemical Society, and the Psi Chi Psychology Honor Society

Presentation Format: Dr. Pam Lein discussed research into the environmental factors associated with
the development of autism as a part of a Âœ day symposium on autism.

How were students recruited for the event? Advertised across campus with flyers, Web calendar
notices and through Blackboard “all-student” lists for Biology, Chemistry and Psychology. Met with
leaders of six student organizations in health sciences and environmental sciences to solicit volunteers

Any tips for making arrangements with the campus contact? She’s an SOT member. Just email
her!

Description of the first talk or event: Dr. Lein’s lecture was part of a half-day symposium on autism
geared toward undergraduate students, but also open to the general campus community and partner
K–12 teachers. The formal program is attached.
# Attending: 250

Description of additional talks or events: Invited students (~30) took part in a lunch with
symposium speakers prior to the event for informal discussions of career opportunities and toxicology
research. A smaller group of students attended a formal dinner with Dr. Lein in the evening.
# Attending: 30
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Most important outcomes of the visit: There was a tremendous turnout with over 250 in
attendance. The majority were undergraduates from Northern Kentucky University.

Aspects you would change to improve outcome: Possible feedback form for students to capture
those who gained a new interest in toxicology.

Materials used in the visit: PowerPoint presentation.

Other comments or suggestions: Including toxicology information in an event with broader reach
helps introduce toxicology to students and faculty with low awareness. The cost-sharing was an added
benefit.

Applicant:
John C. Lipscomb Campus Visited:

St. John’s University

Affiliation:
on leave US EPA Date of Visit:

5/2/2013

Amount Funded:
$500

Visitor(s):
John C. Lipscomb

Funded by:
Ed ToxScholar

Number Reached:

Target Audience: Â St. John’s 13th Annual ToxExpo: The Expo is a one day event to showcase
toxicology on campus-wide basis. Participants include students in both the undergraduate (BS)
program as well as MS and PhD toxicology students. The event is anticipated each year by faculty and
students from multiple disciplines including pharmacology, toxicology, medicinal chemistry,
pharmaceutics, environmental studies, and chemistry.

Presentation Format: St John’s promoted this event campus wide through all undergraduate and
graduate programs. It offers a structured program of talks on different disciplines of Toxicology; Risk
Assessment wasthe keynote address this year (my talk).

Description of the first talk or event: toured poster displays and interacted with several graduate
students and an impressive number of interested and well-informed undergraduate students
representing the fields of pharmacology, toxicology, medicinal chemistry, pharmaceutics,
environmental studies, and chemistry. The remainder of the morning was devoted to career awareness
activities, where I was one of three speakers giving a brief overview of their career history and
descriptions of their present jobs.
# Attending:

Description of additional talks or events: Following a school-wide picnic luncheon, Ipresented a
keynote address on the Application of Pharmacokinetic Information in Health Risk Assessment. Finally,
Dr Lipscomb and Toxicology program faculty participated in a student-led presentation and discussion
of a risk assessment project.

Most important outcomes of the visit: In the weeks after the event, I remained in contact with
several students, sending them reference materials and answering additional questions on Toxicology
and career choices.

Applicant:
Jessica Sapiro Campus Visited:

Northern Arizona University (NAU)

Affiliation:
University of Arizona Date of Visit:

9/5/2013

Amount Funded:
$460
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Visitor(s):
Jessica Sapiro

Funded by:
Ed ToxScholar

Number Reached:
30

Target Audience: Our target audience at NAU is biological science majors, chemistry majors,
environmental science majors, and public health majors. Faculty from the departments were invited to
attend the session at both institutions.

Presentation Format: I first gave a presentation on the field of Toxicology and career options beyond
an undergraduate degree. Following, I led an interactive experiment on alcohol exposure affecting
blackworm function. This experiment has been conducted several times in our outreach program and
students have learned about the dose response relationship, routes of exposure, differences between
acute and chronic toxicity, and various factors that can influence the effect of a chemical on living
organisms.

How were students recruited for the event? Students were recruited to the event by flyers and
emails to department chairs. In addition, students were provided with pizza as the sessions were over
lunch.

Any tips for making arrangements with the campus contact? Mansel is available by email.

Description of the first talk or event: Two 75-minute sessions were held over the lunch hour to
provide an additional option for students. The sessions covered both a PowerPoint presentation and a
laboratory demonstration. In the PowerPoint, I used some of the SOT slides, slides from our outreach
program, as well as my own. Approximately 30 students attended one of the two sessions. Prior to
beginning the presentation, each student gave a short introduction of him/herself indicating their year
and major. Ages ranged from freshman-seniors and a wide variety of majors attended. This was
intentional to illustrate different fields that can incorporate Toxicology. I discussed my career path thus
far and briefly described my dissertation research. The first section of the powerpoint was an
introduction to Toxicology. Following, was information on different specialty areas, career
opportunities, and the annual SOT meeting to be held in Phoenix. The powerpoint ended with general
advice on what students should do as an undergraduate student to best prepare for an advanced
degree and a career. The laboratory demonstration was exposing California blackworms to different
concentrations of lab grade ethanol to illustrate dose and time principles.
# Attending: 30

Most important outcomes of the visit: The most important goal of the visit was to increase
Toxicology awareness at a university that does not have Toxicology as a major. I encouraged
participation throughout the presentation and some of the students actively engaged. Although a
Toxicology major is not offered, some of the students had a basic knowledge through information they
heard through media outlets and readings and asked questions. The majority of the students appeared
attentive throughout the entire presentation (30-35 minutes) and many comments were made during
the blackworms demonstration on the behavior and appearance. I would encourage future speakers to
provide the students with their email address as for some students, this was their first time interacting
with an advanced student in the field and some have emailed with additional questions including career
and graduate school advice.

Aspects t you would change to improve the outcome: I would encourage future speakers to
provide the students with their email address as for some students, this was their first time interacting
with an advanced student in the field and some have emailed with additional questions including career
and graduate school advice.

Materials used in the visit: Â Arizona outreach presentation slides, SOT presentation slides,
speaker’s slides, California Blackworms and lab grade ethanol, SOT brochures on careers and the
annual meeting.

Applicant:
Joshua Chandler Campus Visited:

Drury University

Affiliation:
University Colorado Denver Date of Visit:

10/22/2013

Amount Funded:
$500
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Target Audience: Undergraduate students of biology, chemistry, environmental science,
physics, math, computer science.

Presentation Format: Â The visit included a formal research seminar, a joint meeting of several
undergraduate science honors societies and interest groups, and a luncheon with students specifically
interested in further studying toxicology from environmental science and other backgrounds.

How were students recruited for the event? Fliers were posted a week before, faculty encouraged
their classes to go directly and scientific student organization leaders also promoted the event.

Any tips for making arrangements with the campus contact? Wendy Anderson is very responsive
to email and easy to get in touch with.

Description of the first talk or event: Audience of about 50 students plus some faculty. This was a
more structured talk to present basic research and its results from a relatively recent Drury grad
(myself). I presented a couple of aims from my thesis research and their findings. Several students
who know people affected by cystic fibrosis spoke to me afterward.
# Attending: 50

Description of additional talks or events: Later events were 20–30 people each, either small
classes or later a luncheon format for student organizations and those currently involved in
undergraduate research projects. Mostly talked about how to best identify good grad programs and
apply to them and what to do in the mean time like summer internships in research areas. About a
dozen students responded with obvious interest.
# Attending: 20–30 (several sessions)

Most important outcomes of the visit: Exchanged contact info with several students who can use
me as a contact to help them get into a good toxicology program or similar (convinced several who are
interested in biochemistry that toxicology could also be a good fit).

Aspects you would change to improve outcome: The only area I felt could have been improved
was more participation by senior level students for the first research talk as they might have had a
little more background to benefit from the material than the younger students.

Materials used in the visit: Â My research talk was structured like a graduate level presentation
using PowerPoint. I can share the slides if desired. The career path talks did not use printed material
other than the SOT materials, if students wanted to take them, and were discussion based, i.e., after I
had spoken for 10+ minutes about myself students raised their questions and concerns.

Other comments or suggestions: None at this time, this was a great opportunity and I believe that
I may have helped push several students closer to consider basic research and toxicology as a career
path.
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